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Abstract

With respect to the changing environment of organizations, it seems important to pay heed to the transformational leadership style. The effective and transformational leadership requires the application of systemic thinking and adaptive complex system to obtain the desired purposes. As there are inadequate number of studies done on this issue in Iran, this article examines systematic thinking, its steps, model, needed skills, transformational leadership style and the challenges of this special leadership style in a descriptive manner by the use of significant references and studies done abroad. In practice, this study can offer some suggestions to be done, and can help organizations' leaders to develop systematic thinking skills in order to be applied in practical approaches of adaptive complex system.
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1. Introduction

The concept of systemic thinking refers to a set of tools (casual loop diagram, repository diagram, material-flow and data diagram and simulation models) which helps analyzer to analyze dynamic behavior of a problem. Also, systemic thinking enables individuals to shape a new point of view on events; a point of view in which general affairs, their components and the reciprocal relationships between those components are considered more accurately (Richmond, 2013). Systemic thinking works based on its special regulations. There is a set which consists of seven cognitive approaches; skillful researchers make use of these cognitive approaches in presenting and analyzing problems. Any of these seven skills are complementary, and they are used in different steps of systemic thinking. If these seven systematic thinking skills which are the basics of systemic thinking strategy be studied in a four-stage process in an interactive way, they would be perceived more comprehensively. Each of these skills plays an important role in one or some of these stages. First, the problem or issue of applying systemic thinking is considered. Then, a theory or model is presented to clarify the reason why the problem has occurred. Then, the model or theory is investigated through simulation. If this model creates such a problem, then it needs a logic and proper theory. If it is not so, the model requires to be modified. When this modified model has established a proper theory, new findings can be presented to others so that changes may occur (Mathews & Jones, 2008). This model is presented in FIG1.
Whenever the systemic thinking is used in analyzing a problem, some of the skills seem to be more salient in the stages of this approach. Based on Richmond, systemic thinkers are masters of these seven skills separately and independently. These skills are described in FIG. 2. as follows:

- **First stage:** identification of problem or issue and selecting boundaries of the model or theory (by the use of dynamic thinking, setting the structure as the cause, holistic thinking)
- **Second stage:** Creation of the model (by the use of operational thinking, closed loop thinking, quantitative thinking)
- **Third stage:** testing and investigating on the model (by academic thinking)

The first skill, i.e., dynamic thinking, causes the mentioned problem to be described as a phenomenon; this phenomenon is not an "event" occurring just once. The next skills, setting the structure as the cause and holistic thinking, are significant; since they help determining which aspects of reality should be included in the theory, and which details should be used in the explanations. The fourth to sixth skills, i.e., operational thinking, closed loop, and quantitative thinking can be used in presenting a theory in the format of a model which can be tested accurately. The last skill, academic thinking, is used in testing the theory. Any of these skills has a unique role in the process of systemic thinking.

**Fig. 1.** The Model of Stages of Systematic Thinking; Mathews and Jones; 2008.

Systematic thinking seems to be essential for establishing a learning organization, and making use of transformational...
leadership style with the tendency to learn and innovate in the organization. The role of leadership in a learning organization is to praise creativity and innovation by the use of systematic thinking (Leontes, 2013). This article intends to investigate the positive organizational results based on systematic thinking by analyzing characteristics of an impressive leader, and by preparing a learning environment to reinforce the behavioral manner.

An impressive leader of a learning organization needs to encourage the entire management group and the whole learning process; in order to do so making use of innovation and creativity to be adapted to the current changes should be increased. Nowadays that the global business environment is under the reign of stable atmosphere, the leader should move toward new ideas, continue real attempts so that innovation be used, and should provide the necessary support for the team members so that flexibility shows its faces. They key to obtain the desired results is that each person's role which is part of his productivity and is undoubtedly effective over the entire organization's productivity and effectiveness be considered through clarification of common goals. Therefore, each person's effective leadership style in the organization should be at the center of attention, and this leadership style should perform as an evolutionary or a serving style. In other words, at this exact moment the learning organization needs a transformational leader who is able to present a goal and a bright perspective according to organizational values while the benefits of employees and the stockholders are maintained (Daft, 2010).

Another key behavior of an effective and transformational leader of a learning organization is that he should improve his patience against employees' mistakes, both in inner and outer, on the other hand in stable and changing environments. Of course, this point should come into consideration that employees require a clear knowledge to be able to make a proper decision in the organization. When the acquired knowledge is considered as the employees' individual profession by the leadership of the organization, any error or mistake is assumed as an opportunity. Accordingly, a suitable leadership style may be adaptive to encouraging employees' situation; to motivate them in participating in a learning process and in practicing bravely at the time when an error has occurred. McNeil and Giescke1 (2004) define organizational leadership as a means of propagating learning, making benefit of experiences and a way to increase risk-taking among employees. Daft (2010) indicates that appreciative enquiry model performs as a fine method for communicating with individuals or the whole organization in order to create new ideas by concentrating on the learning process based on the previous achievements.

2. Applying Leadership Strategies to Assure Positive Results

The traditional leadership strategies dictated the act of thinking or learning to the entire organization as if these processes are recipes, and needed to be followed (Senge, 2006). It should be mentioned that the global working environment is rapidly changing. The only person who can perform changes over the traditional strategies seems to be the individual employee or the manager. A lot of authors such as Singh (2013) demonstrated evolution from leadership model of administrative management to collegiate leadership model of emancipation (COLME). This model performs as a solid structure in developing leadership to gain the desired results by following leadership potential, making benefit of employees' talents, propagating responsibility and collaboration in responsiveness. As a result, in a learning organization in which systemic thinking is applied in all dimensions, any individual who is under training can be considered as a potential in the correct decision-making process; thus, the proper leadership strategy is guaranteed.

The other strategy suggests the act of developing the culture of patience and tolerance. Freely stating new ideas, i.e. comprehensive and systematic thinking culture, should be established in the organization. Garvin et al. believe that all rankings in an organization may not show interest in learning and sharing new ideas which are intrinsically in opposition with organizational culture and values. According to Singh (2013), in addition to theoretical validity which is officially accepted from a leadership model in which colleagues can freely collaborate with the learning organization, practical validity is also justified because of its compatibility with the definition of identity and expectations derived from leaders' roles. This process which is considered with the determination of the key benefits and the needs of the interest groups is contained intentionally in the organizational learning programs which are parts of the whole organizational strategic programming. Through this procedure, the hidden knowledge may conquer the written and recorded knowledge of the organization, thus its importance is revealed (Singh, 2013).

Furthermore, the well-designed methods which are based on the common values and decision-making behaviors in the construction procedure of the entire organization are similar to a simultaneous harmony observed in orchestra music which produces no disharmony or harsh sound. In general, creating a learning environment, utilizing the experiences and increasing the risk-taking abilities are considered as the key strategies in using systematic thinking in
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the leading approaches (Giescke & McNeil, 2004). In accordance with this strategy, organizational open structure may inspire employees while it pays attention to the real interests beyond the expectations. Thus, higher amount of dependency to the organization increases both self confidence and autonomy among employees, at the same time (Leppanen, 2013).

3. Special Leadership Behaviors which Prevent the Normal Learning Process

In his studies, Singh (2013) observed that traditional leaders utilize their administrative authority as their own right. Effective leaders tend to share their authority with their employees also to broaden the organizational rankings (Kouzes & Posner, 1997). They may focus on the results after passing the known procedures of making employees capable while little monitoring is needed. There is no more absolute control or monitoring; in addition, preventing the changes is no more possible. The new problems and challenges can be resolved by the systemic thinking and the novel leadership style in a faster way and without any controlled sequences, indeed decision making will be processed more fluently.

As Golman (2012) indicates traditional leaders are considered as poisons to organization; they enfeeble employees’ spirit and causes a sharp decrease in efficiency, also negative words and emotions get widespread while the spirit has faced a diminishing state. Lots of indicators show that the employees need to utilize their own knowledge; furthermore, they have to be more active in organizational affairs while inflexible management prohibits the learning processes and systemic thinking. In addition, leader may discover the real employees’ potential by testing their individual learning style. Therefore, determining the learning materials may hurt the employees’ learning abilities (Kolb et al. 1999).

Cultures of fear and the ideas being rejected cause employees to lose motivation in sharing new ideas with the leader or the management unit. Generally, if the blamed employees be compared with other teams, any tendency to collaborate and to apply new experiences will be lost. Totally, according to Northouse (2010), in contrary to cooperative and exchange management, transformational management approach in a learning organization is a process in which the communication between the leader and the followers promotes the motivation and the ethics. This special type of leadership was called stewardship by Senge (1990). The main role is played by a steward leader. The purposes of organization are clearly defined. Moreover, the leader as a steward assists the individuals in a learning organization to follow their own values and aims through which organization’s aim will also be flourished.

4. Ethical Decision-Making on Constructing the Process and the Learning Organization

Generally, ethics may be defined as a set of principles, regulations, standards, judgments, common emotions and values related to public interests. According to Freadrich and Ferrell (2004), ethical manner includes principles and standards which lead the behaviors. Artistic style needs to be inspiring to others in the process of management in a learning organization (Senge, 2006). This style needs honesty, respect, serving others, justice and culture-building practices. Beyond social regulations, organizational working environment arranges the rules and regulations as right or wrong to the individuals who work in the organization.

Based on Meen and Keough’s studies (1992), Singh declared cognitive process of reasoning as an organizational culture in any state of values. This cognitive process of learning is applied with a set of explicit knowledge. The leader is allowed to change the final decision of individual employees which undoubtedly influences on the organization’s functions (Leontes, 2013). As Johnson (2012) believes ethics refers to judgment as a criterion which evaluates human behavior as right or wrong, and it can be mentioned that the best style of leadership is to greatly emphasize on the needs, values and ethics based on systematic thinking.

The goal of leadership on the basis of systematic thinking in an organization is to increase employees’ creativity. So, the focus will be on providing assistance to followers, i.e. employees in order to achieve higher standards of ethical qualifications and responsibilities. According to Daft (2014), the effects of the decisions on one loop are just indicated with systemic thinking by increasing the leadership capabilities beyond the learning capabilities of arranged skills, planning or monitoring others. Also, these effects include some items which are deeper and more accurate than features and styles of leadership. It means utilizing all abilities and intellectual, emotional and psychological understanding. Any decision at any level of organization can bring unexpected results to the entire organization. It means systematic thinking teaches the probable effects of any decision to leaders and employees of that organization, not just to a special part; indeed it is conveyed that they need to think to wider aspects. Individuals and teams should be taught simultaneously since both of them are exposed to dangers at the same time.

It is worthy of noting that making benefit of a more developed loop in decision making process or using an open feedback of the loop may provide an opportunity to prevent non-compensating consequences for the whole organization.
changes; also they can establish organizational transformations. Employees' attitudes and their motivations (Warrick, 2011). These leaders enjoy the talent and the ability of leading the leadership style indicates that leaders welcome the significant positive changes in individuals and teams by inspiring from and supporting the lower ranking followers toward upper rankings.

Since both of them are considered as relation-oriented; they try to provide the organizations' needs through encouraging and supporting the lower ranking followers toward upper rankings. 'Leadership' and 'transformational leadership' were termed for the first time by James Burns (1978). This leadership style indicates that leaders welcome the significant positive changes in individuals and teams by inspiring from employees' attitudes and their motivations (Warrick, 2011). These leaders enjoy the talent and the ability of leading the changes; also they can establish organizational transformations.

Transformational leadership style helps leaders to be able to teach their followers how to effectively process those data related to different teams (Kearney & Gebert, 2009). As a result, data process which is related to the work and includes developing and integrating ideas is done better (Leppanen, 2013). These benefits are more in the groups which enjoy diversity, but a leadership style which is more flexible is needed, it integrates the positive outcomes of ideas by the use of systematic thinking (Hogan & Kaiser, 2005). It should be mentioned that these effects are in fact related to

Studies indicate that the best way to equip the effective and transformational leaders who are in charge with inspecting and solving the global complexities of organization is applying systematic thinking. Any link between systematic thinking as a cognitive pattern, effectiveness of leadership behavior in different states in its simple and complex forms, augments the ability to tolerate ambiguities and diversities (Leppanen, 2013). Systematic thinking considers individual differences in cognitive pattern as a set of integrated elements which guarantee the implicit tendency in understanding a phenomenon. These elements establish dynamic patterns in a whole complex system. In the world, when a complex and competitive organization is to be survived, and also when it is to learn some lessons from another organization which exists in higher levels of systemic thinking, the decisions and responsibilities will be done in a more perfect way in the first organization.

According to studies, transformational and awakening leadership styles are utilized by the use of systematic thinking model as a cognitive pattern which originates from the best understanding of adaptive complex systems, and when these styles got fixed, they enable the leaders to move toward adaptive complex systems also to better tolerate the ambiguous systems. Analysis of leadership styles that are related to systematic thinking seems to be important to understand the special features which leaders are equipped with in the best way.

Indeed, it is proved that there's a meaningful relationship between systems of thinking as a cognitive pattern, effectiveness of leadership behavior in different states, simple and complicated, and effective transformational leadership. Awake and transformational leadership style may apply one cognitive pattern of systematic thinking to achieve the best understanding of adaptive complex systems, and when it is proved, it may allow the leaders to easily keep on with adaptive complex systems; therefore, they can tolerate the probable ambiguities and risks better (Leppanen, 2013).

When the theories of adaptive complex systems of systematic thinking went into consideration, four leadership features are suggested (Leppanen, 2013):

1. Effective and transformational leaders can better understand the complex systems as a whole;
2. Effective and transformational leaders may face the continuous changes by the employees' innovation and creativity in a better way;
3. Effective and transformational leaders may recognize the significance of relations, diversity and creativity in a better way, and also they can make benefit of them as a learning opportunity;
4. Effective and transformational leaders are capable of a better tolerance of ambiguities and confronting with probable risks.

In fact, these features are accompanied with sharing the style of effective, transformational and awake leadership. Since both of them are considered as relation-oriented; they try to provide the organizations' needs through encouraging and supporting the lower ranking followers toward upper rankings.

'Leadership' and 'transformational leadership' were termed for the first time by James Burns (1978). This leadership style indicates that leaders welcome the significant positive changes in individuals and teams by inspiring from employees' attitudes and their motivations (Warrick, 2011). These leaders enjoy the talent and the ability of leading the changes; also they can establish organizational transformations.

The leaders act based on what were mentioned above in the form of "four l" s of leadership:
1. Influencing on the employees on the basis of ideals and aims while leaders act according to a pre-determined missions and clear perspectives;
2. Showing respect toward employees;
3. Being equipped to trust meanwhile both the leader and employees show higher levels of ethics;
4. And applying ethics;

All of these items are provided in this process (Leppanen, 2013).

Transformational leadership style helps leaders to be able to teach their followers how to effectively process those data related to different teams (Kearney & Gebert, 2009). As a result, data process which is related to the work and includes developing and integrating ideas is done better (Leppanen, 2013). These benefits are more in the groups which enjoy diversity, but a leadership style which is more flexible is needed, it integrates the positive outcomes of ideas by the use of systematic thinking (Hogan & Kaiser, 2005). It should be mentioned that these effects are in fact related to...
transformational leadership and systematic thinking in different organizational work groups.

5. Conclusions

This study was done to investigate the relationship between systematic thinking in effective and transformational leaders, their better leadership and their effectiveness. Since in a globalized and competitive environment, organizations need to change themselves according to the environment; this issue is put into practice based on human force, leaders and organizational managers. Meanwhile, a proper leadership style and systematic thinking reveal their significance. Systematic thinking helps suitable decisions be made in any circumstances through utilizing models, simulating and shaping a novel attitude to events while all elements and the relationships are being considered among them.

On the other hand, it is the leader of the organization who is in charge of the structure of organizational affairs. If he/she tries to see the organization or the world as a whole and as a unified set, he would gain better cognition. Also by being equipped with effective and transformational leadership, he/she would succeed in complicated organizational arranging. In fact, the leaders are those who play a significant role in being honest and in tolerating ambiguities in such systems, while they understand the important role of followers in making the open organization flexible through learning. The organization is considered as a whole and as a learning unit which seeks help from transformational and open leadership also from systematic thinking.

When the organization is involved in the ever changing and developing world, it can respond faster to the opportunities by taking advantage of creativity, innovation, rise in risk-taking, cooperation and collaboration; even the organization is now capable of transforming the risks to learning and developing opportunities. Actually, what was mentioned seems to be the adaptive complex system of systematic thinking. In this method, effective and transformational leaders obtain a better understating of the surrounding world and of themselves. Furthermore, they may be able to recognize and consequently solve the increasing complexities. Applying systematic thinking in the process of leadership is possible when systematic thinking skills are established. In order to establish these skills and applying them in the organization, some suggestions are as follows. These suggestions create opportunities to influence on the followers more and increasingly:

1. In order to establish dynamic thinking, it's better to depict diagram of attitude of organization and employees during the course of time. Events are considered as activity points in the general pattern of variables during the course of time;
2. A structure should be determined as the cause, so that reproving of employees be prevented. The way the elements caused the mistake, also the way they can show more flexibility toward problems and mistakes should be studied;
3. More attention should be paid to similarities rather than differences to achieve holistic way of thinking;
4. Identity of processes should be considered, while effective factors on these processes should be ignored so that operational thinking is established.
5. In order to establish closed-loop thinking, a check list of variables is needed; in addition the way the variables can influence on each other should be studied.
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